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1. In accordance vrith SR 525-85-5, Processing of Co&& Infor- 
mation, the attached EXTRACTS are forwarded to Departl:lent of the .;my, 
Army Field Force s &nd the Service Schools for evaluation and necessary 
action. It my be appropriate, in certain cases> for these agencies 
to take'action upon a single extracted iter;l; in others, it nay be 
desirable to develop a cress-section of accumulated e-x-tracts on a 
particular subject before initiating action; and often, the extracted 
item serves to reaffim our doctrines and techniques. 

2 Co&es of Dissetinatiofi of Combat Information are formrded, 
zith &par&& of the Amy approval, to information addressees for use 
at the headquarters of the installation or activity concerned to keep 
them informed concerning theatre problem from front line through the 
logistical cwmandr 

3. These EX~,CTS are derived fron reports rrfiich are classified 
SECRET. For the gre,ater conpmience of the user, this Office domgrades 
each extrati@%'WMn~W3%~ .l~st,cla~&.fication compatible rrith security. 
No effort is made to paraphrase or delete any portion of the extracted 
pena~ks, so &at none of the original intent is lost. 

4. Genarally, the EXTRCTS Aich pertain to training appear under 
the. classifimtion of R&STRICTED. For cor,ibat infomstion of training 
vaJ+e at the Gcmpany-Battery level, addressees are referred to A'my 
Field Forces TRi;INIEG BULLETIIZ3, TMch are also puyblished under the, 
cl~ssifX.catfon -of RESTl3CTED. 
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OFFICE, CHIEF OF ARMY FIELD FORCES 
For", Monroe, Virginia 

EXTRACTS OF COMBAT PNFORiMATION 

SOURCE: Command Report - 25th Inf Div 

'DATE: March 1951 Source No. 209 

IPXL 

TACTICAL IWZPTION‘ 

To further this secrecy and deception, a cover plan was put 
into bffect five (5) day@ in advzwe of the actual crossing. This 
plan provided for the tiwu (2) front line Regiments holding the main 
line to make a tank-ipfanw reconnaissance each morning to the 
river crossing sites and at&+r sites along'the river. This was 
carried out constantly each &%yI and at first drew considerable 
fire from the enemy. As it &xs continued each day, the enemy 
became accustomed to these %orning patrols" and ceased fire on 
them. Thus, when the morning for the assault crossing arrived, 
the same movement was initiated toward the river bank. But this 
time the assault boats were brought forward hitched to tanks. 
It is believed that this cover plan contributed ma.terially to the 
surprise achieved during the crossing. (CCNFIDWI'IAL) _ 

I~YDIVIDUAL WEWCNS 

In compliance with an Eighth Army 73X, a survey on "Inadequacy 
of the Carbine and Pistol, caliber Ls, in Combat" was conducted 
within three (3) Infantry Regiments and Tank Battalion. The 
following comments were submitted: 

1. Carbine 

a. One company indicated that the carbine was too light 
and was considered inadequate, as it does not have sufficient 
stopping,power. 

b. All units agreed that the weapon was unsatisfactory 
due to malfunction when moving parts became dirty and when used in 
cold weather. 

C,r One regiment commented that the carbine was inaccurate 
when 'fired at ranges over two hundred (2CC'yards, and that 

(Over) 
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ammunition supply creates a problem because the type of magazine 
used is not available for replacement as are clips and bandoliers 
for the other weapons. 

2., Pistol, caliber 6: 

a.. One regiment fndicated the pistol to be adequate 
for the purpose for which $3 was ihtsnded, as a defensive weapon 
for close-in fighting. ’ 

b. Two (2) regiments indicated that the pistol :vas too 
heavy and too complicated for field maintenance. One of these 
two (2) regiments recommended that ths carbine and pistol be 
replaced with a light sub-machine gun. (RESTFUCTXD) ’ 

Command Report - 23d Inf Regt 

Uay 1951 Source No. 210 

INFANTRY EATEiRIEL mSSE3 

Operations during the flBattl.'e of the EJ~UNG~~ presented a 
tremendous supply problem, Vehicles used in supply transport 
vrere kept mobile-loaded within the battalion perimeters. The 
tactical situation resulted in a large scale enemy road block 
being established to the rear of two (2) battalions,which denied 
the use of the MSR as an avenue of withdrayzl. This resulted in 
complete loss of seventy two (72) quarter ton, sixteen (16) 
three-quarter ton and fourteen tvro and a half ton vehicles 
with numerous quarter and.'onk ton trailers. These vehicles 
carried the organic loads, kitchens, P&A equipment, communications 
equipment, batt&ion ammunition supply, etc, to include tv;o (2) 
full platoons of 4.2 mortars. This costly operation clearly 
indicates the necessity for logistical operation from a regimental 
trains area estabJ.ished zithin reasonable supply radius in roar 
of regimental sector. (COWIDZV~AL) 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Command Report - Hq 8th US Army Korea (EUSAK) 
Set II: Supporting Documents 
Book 8: Artillery 

May 1951 Source No. 211 

ARTILL= &YTERIEL LGSSES 

The combat losses of artillary pieces duo to direct enemy 
action have reached a total of lr08 for all calibers. As has 
happened in previous attacks, the enemy infiltrated to the rear 
of the artillery positions and placed a fire block on each side 
of the road, making it impossibla for the artillery 
vehicles and weapons through the road. The loss by 
units has been 212 weapons and by Korean Army units 
(CONFID&?TIAL) - 

St**+**** 

HIGH ANGLE FIRE 

The percentages of high-angle 
units are as follow: 

1. Division Artillery 

1st &wine Division 

to move its 
US Artillery 
196 weapons4 

*it 

10%lm 
155-mm 

7th Div Arty 

2d Div Arty 

lO+mil 
lSS--mm 

1st Cav Div Arty 

104-mm 
l%-mm 

14s~ 
lJ.,g 

4,o:e 
a,o$ 

17 .O$ 
5.0% 

ll.o$ 
1.0% 

missions of the various type 

OCAFF Form No 73 
(Revised 15 Ott 51) 
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24th Div Arty 

1% of all missions to 31 Dee 50. 
8% of all missions from 1 Jan 51 to 28 Apr 51. 

25th Div Arty 

3$ of all missions. 

3dDivArty 

5% of all missions 

2. Non-Divisional Units 

17th ZA Bn (8" H TD) 0% 
P.%th FA Bn (1% H TD) 0: 
936th FA Bn (155 H TD) 0% 

. 96th FA Bn(155 H TD) 10s 
196th FA Bn (1% H TD) WZ 

3. All S? units 0% 

COMMENT: Except for 2&hbiv Art;r, source does not give 
periomich above percentages are taken. [RESTRI~)~~ 

we-E******* 

M-37 

The M-37 is extremely difficult to keep operational and 
there are insufficient replacement parts on hand. Further, it 
is not the proper equipment for a direct support battalion of 
an infantry division. The troop basis proposed by EXJSZ to 
CINCEE recommends reorganizing the 58th FA Bn into a.lO%xn 
Howitzer Battalion (towed). (CGNEDENTIAL) 

-it******+** 
,“.. 

TRACKLAYINGVEHICLES 

1. Recommend that twelve (12) 2: ton trucks be authorized 
in lieu of twelve (12) rjiL4 vehicles utility, armored, for each 
self-propelled lO$mm and lss-mm unit. Conditions under which 
SP battalions operate,in Korea makcthe 2$ ton truck a better 
vehicle for carrying ammunition. An important factor is the 
great distance to ASP's, 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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2, Recommend that the, 1st FA'~b~e~~tion;Ba:j;tali9n be O’. ” 
authorized eight, (8) four (ii3 t& cargo trucks'%n'lieu of. 
nineteen (j.9)-& traotors~.;~~The 1st FA Observation Battalion has 
seven (7) radar sets 'and seven (7) generatorsc One 4, ton trwk. 

I dv-~~~e~& &. -l&en .&k-f ~.)ic*+~&~s~ -~&&~gene~*~ ‘*m rrcwm *-~*-..1 

. ..be.placed on the truck and the radar sets which are on trailers 
’ ‘C&I be to& by the truck. The Ns tractor has proven unsatis- 
:; *factory, and wheeled vohic$.es have proved more.su+table.ovcr 
the terrain'encountcred.in Korea.. ’ : 

I 1 .a -..L( - I, . . . ,. *. .> . . . . . . . . * . . . _C. . * . . ,* 4 

3. Recommend ljX&nm gun battalions SP, be authorized 
twenty=four.(24) # top trucks and twenty-four (24) HlO trailers 
in lieu of $@irtocn (13) ?&tractors. There are no N8 tractors 

* available. ;%ese units are eqqi.&&t.with l&,tractors (authorized, 
substitute for%8 tradtors),. y&i+’ are unsatisfactory as' ',:* 
ammunition resupply vehicles primarily because they will not. . ; ’ 

.,. --stati *up-zznder-tBelong.hauls to $J.SP’S over the~poor.Korean**~'- ‘. i .v-.- e 

roads. (CONFIDENTIAL) :. . . 
. .: ;, 

. . _. --__I ---- ~.-,i;-. - 

._ ,. - .Cozimand Roport*+-14+th Engr -O.Bn-. _.. .” : I ,. . , .. I 

April 1951 I.:,:., :. Source No. 212 ,,. * . . . 
, 

CWMUNICATICNS ’ 
I. 

In addition to the'lack of trained radio operators and . ...“., 1 
repairmen, %he,communication &stem has.been' cbntinuaXiy h&&red: ’ 
by the mountainous terrain and'the tactical .dLspositions of ,. 
the companies far.beyond the'capabilities. of'the prcscntly 

._‘.” , 

authorized SCR 69bY It is felt that i'n Korea; the SCR 694 - 
should be replaced-by-the SCR 193 for the Engineer Combat Troops. 
(CONFIDENTIAL) " 

Combat Notes -'.'Hq IX Corps 
., .I_. 

20?ctober 1951 

A f'ully coyer&l 'armored perso&el ca>rrZer is needed that : 
can go anywherdvd.th tanks.. The lack of.c&rhead protection on 

rt 

.I 
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the half tracks required the TF:Commaiider to leave his di& 
moy$e,$ c&_pp$,q ,,.be@.,n~ @nde they were unable to run the 
gaun%l.e&of,~~emy fire in .$en;haJ.f tracks. Also, the need for 

&k&Lx .~~s~xa~e~..~_ +,- .; _+ O-a:. 
where organized enemy 

positions must be bypassed r_e@xLax tan&s, amoz%41’iM&t-y, 
armored engineers and armored artillery. mftho components 
dftteam are unarmomen armored results cannot be fully 
ob~~~oq. @f~@?Wl, . . . . c,. . . . , . ..s_ ..=-.‘.w-. < 5. 

****-k****w 

APWR T&X’.ICS 
. 0 I 

: .‘. . ‘1 ‘, 

This action also demons%z%ti?d the ability of armored forces, 
roving-.deep in'the rear of established;anemy defenselfnes, to 
surprise and terroril;e:the e&i&;' Such’kctiohs are (favored by 
the fact'that the enemy'h$s.v&y limited warning (co&mar&cation) 
fa+&ties,.. ,Spery opport_tity to employ armor, regardless of 
how ~ma3.l the,~soaZe, should,be sought and exploited. Kven 
pl+toon.3i~.e..~J.oym~t of tanks achi.eves..outstanding.;results. . 
"'The enemy9 in every engagement v&em armor has been employed 
according'to doctrine , has been demoraliaed.' (REST&CTE3I) 

I .,a .*,.a * 

Comand Report - 187th Abn ‘R<T 1 Engr'Cd 
. “. , II’, ,r’ .a. >- 

Februa@'1951 . Source No. 214 
', ._ . '_' 

* . ? ! ', :' 

:.:Keeping the comb&t~%eam~.d vehicles moving .tier marginal 
roads (where one stalled~ vehicle means a blocked MSR) would be * : 
faqilttated if a .!i ton wreckerwre ava'ilable in the regimentaL 
combat team. '(RES%UCTiZD) ~ .’ 

e’ 

. . a -.. 

Command Report - Hq 8th US &my Korea.(EUS,:K) .. ’ 

l@y 1941 ':' 

-, . . 
. ..,. 

',, ‘. 
Source No.',215 

. . 
:. ;., 

&!&W.SION SuppLY . . :...:‘. :. ‘. 
.’ ., . 

.. ‘. 
s,.. , .i 

Ammofiition situ&Son remained critical.. The 15's~mm ) 
Howitzer ammunition (60,OOG rounds) was being off-loaded at 
Pusan. The Gainesville Victory was not selectively loaded. 

. _ 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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SNJFG:: Comand Report - Hq 8th US Army Korea (EUSAK) ’ 

DATE: Idarch 1951 

Propellent charges mre the first to be off-loaded. The pro- 
jectiles were at the bottom of the ship and couldn't be off- 
loaded at the same time. As a result the charges were sent 
forrmrd to Taegu, to be held there until the projectiles were 
off-loaded. Thenoxz$lete trains were made up and forwarded. 
This caused a rail tie-up which lasted for approximately fifteen 
(15) days. (~TRICTED) 

Source NO. 216 ." 

ARTILLERY ~EFEME 

Artillery battalions in Korea have proven to be a primary 
target for enemy troops. Present T/O&E~s do not authorize 
sufficient automatic tveapons for adequate defense; Therefore, 
it is recommended that twelve (12) machine guns and tmelve (12) 
Browning Automatic Rifles be issued to each field artillery 
battaX& above T/W allowances. (CONJ?ITTIAL) 

*St***-?+**** 

HIGHANGLE F'IRE 

Carriages motor El'/ and N37 are not capable of 
fire. Maxknum elevations that can be fired are'33 
respectively. 

high angle 
and 45 degrees 

Because of the rugged terrain encountered in Korea, these 
weapons, with their limited maximum elevations, introduce 
considerable dead space in the close support role. This aggravates 
the already difficult problem of finding suitable gun positions. 

It is recommended that a program for the modification of 
carriages motor M7 and M37, so as to permit high angle fire, be 
initiated at an early date and that this program be given a ,.’ 
high priority. (RESTRICTED) 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Command Report - SS5th FA Bn 

January 1951 Source No. 21'7 

XITBDRAWAL TECHNIQUE 

In this mithdram1, the artillery mas first displaced to 
temporary positions from which they could support the ltithdrawal. 
A battalion of infantry flits sent to secure these temporary 
positions. Under cover of artillery fire a second battalion of 
Infantry, regimental combat team headquarters and the separate 
company units tTere Itithdram from the line, leaving one battalion 
to hold. As this second group passed the artillery temporary 
positions, they VPXX joined by the artillery battalion (-) and 
the battalion of infantry securing the positions. One battery 
nas left to support the battalion still holding the line. mhen 
this last battalion vrithdrevj; the battery of artillery supporting 
it pulled out Trith them tcthe neTfly established friendly lines. 
( ~~NFIDJWIU) 

Command Report - 1st cav Div 

February 1951 Source No. 218 

OCAFF FormNo 
(Revised 15 Ott _ 

NIGHTAIRSUPFORT 

5th Cavalry Regiment* A previously arranged bombing mission, 
composed of one illumina%.on plane and tw (2) B-2.6 bombers, 
struck Check Points 50 and 51 at 0325 hours. These points re- 
ceived a total of eight (8) napalm and sixteen (16) 250 lb 
fragmentation bombs, in addition to strafing by .sO cal machine 
guns.. -Civilians interrogated from the area reported betmen .. 
300 and 400 CCF troops killed or wunded as a result of the 
bombardment. (RWKCCTED) 

LATERa COWUNICATION ,, 

During the period the 2d Battalion, adjusting defensive 
fire on the flank, delivered mortar fire into the 1st Battalion 
tich VW still on the move. The firing had been cleared by 
the Battalion Commanders concerned, Holmver, last minute 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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clearances were not obtained. The basic fault lay in insufficient 
lateral communication. Greater emphasis must be placed on 
lateral communication; radio in a moving situation and radio and 
wire when units halt for an appreciable time. (RESTRICTED) 

******ic*** 

GASOLINE aONSUZPTION FACTOR 

Close conformity to the consumption factor guide for Korea 
on POL consumption is being maintain&d. The consumption quantity 
for gasoline on the number of gallons per man per day for this 
Division xas 1.22 gallons which conforms closely to the 1.25 
gallons per man per day as indicated in the tables published by 
the Japan area Petroleum OffSce. (CGNFIDENTGL) 

Command Report - I US Corps 

February 1951 Source No, 219 

VT FLUE FOR EIGHT INCH SHELLS 

The use of VT (proximity) fuzes in 105km and l!%-mm shells 
proved SO successful that it was desired to use the fuzes in 
8-inch shells and British 2spound shells. HoTever, the cavity 
in these shells would not accom.xx%ztzthe desired fuze. The task 
of providing tools to cavitize the 8-inch and 2S-pound shells rms 
given to the 538th Ordnance I!#& Company. i'Llthough this ?xs a new 
type of operation for the maintenance personnel, they manufactured 
an auger that xould do the job, The operation t7as very success- 
ful on the 8-inch shell but the British 2_$pounder did not react 
too v&.I. ytith the VT fuze. (SECRET) 

Command Report - Section I - Part 4 EXE&< 

March 1951 Source No. 220 

OCAFF FormNo 73 
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Uatching the stepped-up quantity was an improvement in the 
quality of replacements. Reports from canbat units indicated 
that those recently received from the Zone of the Interior were 
better trained and both physically and mentally better suited 
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for combat than the ones the &my had been supplied with in 
the latter part of 1950 and early 199, when most of the incoming 
replacements had been brought directly out of the Enlisted 
Reserve Corpc L1 and basic training camps. (RESTRICTED) 

Command Report - Section 1: Narrative 
Hq 8th US &my Korea 

June 1951 . Source No, 221 

-- 

CXXMJNIC~~TIONS 

It is recommended that the present T/O&E of an I@ Battalion 
be reviwred to give consideration to authorizin:i a radio set 
dN/GRG-9 for each platb It is also recommended that each 
platoon be authorized a radio set SCR 609 for use at platoon 
level as net control station for vehicular sets in motor patrols. 
(RESTRICTED) 

. . . , 

Command Report - Section II: Supporting Documents 
Book It Office of the CG, EUS;iK 

June 1951 Source No. 222 

ilIR SUPPORT PROCEDURES 

1. I Corps Staff Officers complained that >&r-Force-operated 
El9 type Xosquitos we.re not permitted to reconnoiter for suitable 
targets as the ,lcp-6 type formerly did, This result,ed in the L-19 
Mosquito; on ground standby, missing several targets and, on 
occasion, arriving at previously located targets later than the 
jet planes it was supposed to direct. The members of I Corps 
Staff preferred the former method of mosquito operation, Le., 
the L!osquito cruising the front looking for targets of opportunity 
and standing by (in the sir) for targets to be pointed out to 
it. It was then immediately available to direct air strikes, 

2. I Corps Staffpagreed that the basing of the &low&to 
pilbts on strips in the operating area-was a sound idea, but 
suggested that Army personnel, as well as Lir Force personnel, 
were capable of controlling air strikes from L-19 planes. 
(RESTRICTED) 

I 
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Command Report - 780th F1; Bn 

,',pril 1951’ 

.I, 

. : ,. ‘.- 

VEHICLES - ” 
: a . . . . . i . . . , . .; 

“’ _ ‘, : ‘,.. 

Maintenance of equipment has been excellent. One inherent .’ ” 

failure of the torque converter radiator on the M4 Tractors has 
caused considerable maintenance difficulties and loss Of use Of 

the tractors. Delay iti receiving 7$&x ammunition trucks has 
hampered training of drivers and mmut&tion 'sections. Request 
is being made for special'pintles for the.7*-ton trucks to enable 
them to be used as alternate prime movers for the Ro?$tzer. : 
(CONPEN!LxliL) 

.., > I. 
., ..‘I 

********** I. 

REWW.&U'IONSs- 

Present 1~0 Frames and Hoists on the back of the 7+ton truck ’ 
are too dOT7 and tiresome for,Loading and unloading 8-inch 8bJ.h 

Recommend that a S$X@ bemade tith a view of providing a quicker 
and more efficient method 0s &&ji~,*p~ , _.&&#- q#&i&;& o$. , 
those trucks. (C0NPIIXWiE.b) ‘. . . , 

. . 
"'IRecommend that the T/O& be changed to..include one D-4 

bulldozer per Howitzer battery, based on the fact that the 8d-se':';:.' 
of the'gun pit'for an &-inch Howitzer would make it difficult 
for-one bulldozer to dig't~lve(~2.~,.gun. @ts. 

a- ' ,.. I. . I.. ,, 

.The pressnt T/O&F, .does not authorize any bulldopers. 
. . . .-, _ . 

.C@s*gI~~N I- 
--, .,.., ‘. ,... ‘. ._. b... ,” ‘... 

. ‘.-WI., .___ ,. 

Corrnnand Report $Oth F;, Bn 
I 

--*-•....o ,*., . . .. . 

: 
January l$l: :’ ” _. Source No. ??4,,.. 

. '...a -” L * _ 
' .,,. . . . > ,. . . . ,"' . ':, 

UNIT P$WONRE% SEC'KtCNS ' 1. '., 
._:. 

.,. .- 
, 

,+t present, the personnel section is over two'hundre';d (200) 
miles away from it8 parent unit. kdmin$strative matter required 
in a normal dayts operation is not available. Securing infor- 
mation of this nature entails a delay of from six (6) to seven (7) 

UNCLASSIFIED 11 
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Some personiiel pr6blems camiot be solved at all, or only 
%&~lacing,~agreat burden on other individuals that normslly 
would not have be'&~i&olved. It is therefore recommended that 
.~t.per~_~.~~t~~~'~.~~"~c~d tith the service units of the 
commands concerned, and divorced from the rear echelon of division, 
'@@mCm) . 

, 

, . . 
. 

Ilay 1951 
r 

Source No, 225 
f 

14 

I,Il@s. .’ ::‘ . 

’ dib&nct need was shown in'the defensive and counteroffensive 
actiof; for a better &y&m for' disseminating present minefield 
doctrine. The principal a& concerned with friendly antipersonnel 
minefields is the infantry. It is recommended, therefore, that 
minefield~doctrine be published in ~an'infantry E&d aianual of the 
V 'series. (RESTRICTED)~ 

. 

In the defensive operation, considerable confusion resulted 
because of the prevalent opinion that the engineers, avowed 
specialists in the installation of activated antitank and antipersonnel 
mines, were also responsible for the supply of nines for all defensive 
installations of the division. (RESTRICTSD) 

.*****.***ie* 

' need was shown for armored personnel carriers to transport 
engin~er'$rsonnel through enemy road blocks of small aI1os and mortar 
fire in'or&x to accompany friendly a~or~infan.try thrusts. The 
'bulk"of'%he“ca&lties of the 2d Engineer Battalion occurrod uhan' 
engineer~elemetits accompanying friendly armor-infantrg thrusts in 
the counteroffensive yfere caught by enemy fire, on the road and in 
trucks. (CXHS.WN!t'I~&) 
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Command Report - 138th ;&I Gp 
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. 
’ I 

USE OF SMXE IN P;.S&E &-JR DEFEN& 
. 

1, 
l 1_ 
The use of.chemi.oal smoke,as a passive defense measure 

is limited, 
., - 

..2. The use of smoke .precludes uWi.~&tion-of antiajroraft 
automatic weapons in smoked areas, and decreases the effi&mcy 
of-ant&&craft gun batteries. (RE9TRIUXD) 

* *- 

Command Report - 2ith Inf D&v 

~pril'l95l. . . Source No. 227 

..p.I.. .,.. 
. . . . . 

. 
It is recommended that two (2) each tow bars be issued each 

platoon of a tank un&t equipped with ~-116 type tanks, as this 
bnk cannot be 

.. (RRS~CTRD) 
towed vrith cables 

OCAFJT FormNo 73 
(Revised 15 Ott 51) 

****se** 

when the e&be fai&. 
..^. . ..I.._. . . , 

*-IF* 

. 

The complete reliance’upon telephones‘or LN/GRG9 radios 
for contact between various units wi.tMn the Division has proved .tide"tieiL" 

This,’ combined witn the delay caused in receipt of 
messages through a central message center, is often a great 
hindrance. It is reoommended that all General Staff sections'be 
furnished vehicles in which radio set SCFt 193 can be mounted, 
and that radio sets similar to those in an armored division be 
adopted. This would enable more positive control at al& litimes, 
especially during movement, and would nake for much greater 0. 
flez&ilityin establi&&xgadvance coannandpost+ (RES!t'RICTE&) 

**********’ ..-... ,..,. _. ,. 
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. . 

Recommend that quotas for the direct exchange of nav or 
reconditioned vehicles,.b&veen division ordnance units and 
Jr&y ordnance vehicular pools; be stepped up to reduce the heavy 
dea-dlines in the combat -&its- caused by 
(RESTRICTED) 

********** 
. 

complete wear'out. 

tire laying vehicles, It is suggested that Ve&el-type" 
issued on a basis of t& (2) for each headquarters battery and 
one to.each..firing battery, wuld be of inestimable value in 
carrying out the complex tiring problem of artillery units. 
(RESTRICTED) 

.'Command Report - 82d ;L;,: JV Rn (sp) 
. 

May 1951 I Source ‘No. 228 
I -.. . . 

-. ._. 

'li That five (5) pc_?mer telephones (TP-9) be'issued over 
and above ,authorlzed T/O&E for utilization in battery CR's and 
operations sections. ’ ” . 

I . .,- , L., _., 
’ * 2. That all &16ts be equipped r;ith armor plats gunners@ 

shields, 
. : -; 

3. "Searchlight companies used on battlefield illumination 
missions should be assigned to tirps kfLllery. 

12, That Mark IX Sight on &16ts be replaced by the Reflex 
sight ~-18. . 

.I. . 

‘- ~,~Th&an'ant&irdrktordn~ ante company provide support for 
. .,a maintenance of.remote control system of the X-19 and all .sighting , 

devices. ( c~N~~DENTL-JJ t / 
,; 
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